
 SECHELLES -  SEYCHELLES EU COMMUNITY CONSTITUTIONS
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The First draft, in depth thought given towards a Constitutions for a European wide body – 
organization was 1980 in Vienna, France, Italy, Germany and Switzerland using the 
continental government requirement for the use of such constitutions and their organization. 
Some of the work had involved important lawyers. 

Given events which took place in Vienna beside a great deal of personal document got lost, the 
papers relating to this process also got lost. 
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The Second  most  applicable and working  Constitution for our in Britain, taking into 
consideration the information and knowledge of work done in France, Germany, Italy, 
Switzerland, Belgium, Austria – the aspiration for an eventual umbrella organization to cover 
our Europe wide Community activities was done in Hounslow, Middlesex by then Mr Phillipe 
Boule in Exile 1985/86 and Mr Mitchel J Edmond with important contribution from the 
British Irish Communities, LVSU Ethnic Minority Department and their legal Department, 
British Refugee Council, Refugee Forum, Wandsworth Forum, Hounslow Voluntary Action – 
in consultation with our Executive rather Steering Executive committee – Management. 

We are very certain some of the former Executive committee members must have a copy, 
beside the British Officials.  The Registrar of Charity must also have a copy. 

Our own copy was taken to Angers – Loire in 1990 left in the care of Societe Saint Vincent de 
Paul in that old suitcase of Lord Beloff sister Mrs Epstine and we have never been able to 
recover them in spite very many correspondence. 
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Having firmly decided our Community was going to have an EU wide presence between 1992- 
1995, then most of  the former leading exile, refugees had returned home – to Seychelles. Mr 
Mitchel J Edmond undertook important research involving some of Britain leading bodies in 
these field, the European enlargement was in process, taking into consideration the future 
dimension  of EU. Form Ashford -Kent and Folkestone, Dover a great deal of work and effort 
have been put into putting together a constitution which would work and be accepted by our 
communities. Most important the national governments and EU Institutions, the National 
Voluntary agencies.   Lawyers had been consulted. 

Among other issues this – the very nature of putting a Constitution for our Sechelles – 
Seychelles  EU Community led to Police and politicians heavy handedness.  The view was that 
we ought not to have an EU wide operating organization. We would be trouble.  Along with 
all the documents which were ransacked and stolen from that “Emperor 1 bed mobile 



home/office” at Caple le Fern, Caple Court Country Club – the owners Courage Breweries. 
Our Constitutions draft and many other papers were stolen and destroyed.  The European 
Union appropriate Office, the UNHCR, the EU court and the International Court of Justice 
were informed accordingly. 

Because of the uniqueness of the instrument in relation to our Seychelles EU Community 
functioning. Given that we have been very terribly punished  times and times again by a vast 
array of parties in Britain – in spite of important discussion with then Layer Jacque Hodoul 
in  2000 and 2004 on some of the issues.  Our community do not possess a proper 
Constitution.  Those in Britain determined that we ought not to have the necessary instrument 
and mechanism to make our EU community work. 

We want to take this opportunity to address and again inform the various EU agencies ,  the 
relevant department, the European Parliament, the European Court,  that millions of Euro is 
spent and tons of paper work by agencies who 's existence are there to monitor, support and 
help such minorities like the Sechelles – Seychelles  EU Community in EU overcome such a 
case and terrible state of affair and the fact that they have done nothing or very little about 
this. 
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